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Abstract:
Rapid developments in networking technology and a rise in clustered computing have driven
research studies in high performance communication architectures. In an effort to standardize
the work in this area, industry leaders have developed the Virtual Interface Architecture (VIA)
specification. This architecture seeks to provide an operating system-independent infrastructure
for high-performance user-level networking in a generic environment. This paper evaluates the
inherent costs and performance potential of the Virtual Interface Architecture through a
prototype implementation over Myrinet. The VIA prototype is compared against established
research user-level networks using simple communication benchmarks on the same hardware.
We consider extensions to the VI Architecture that improve its performance for certain types of
communication traffic and outline further research areas in the VIA design space that merit
investigation.
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Introduction
Networking software has not kept pace with the explosive improvements of physical-layer hardware.
Typical protocol overheads can be several times the actual transport latency [2, 3]. While this
problem is substantial even for bulk transfers, it becomes especially acute for applications that

frequently send small packets of data, such as fine-grained parallel programs and distributed
coherence protocols. In high-performance communication environments, overheads of dozens of
microseconds to send a single packet are unacceptable. The need to minimize overhead in the face of
high data-link rates is illustrated by Figure 1, which plots the maximum overhead at which half the
link bandwidth can be successfully used for several average packet sizes.

There have been many efforts to reduce the overhead of traditional system networking stacks,
including optimizations to reduce the frequency of TLB or cache misses and tight integration across
protocol layers in the stack (e.g., [2, 3, 4, 16]). Still, in current implementations, overhead remains
large when compared to transmission times for typical packet sizes on a gigabit-level interconnect.
The alternative solution to this problem is to remove the operating system from the critical path of
communication entirely, providing direct user-level networking (ULN). The operating system is used
to set up the data structures and mappings required to provide the user process with direct, protected
access to the network interface. The process can then send and receive packets without further
operating system involvement, thus greatly reducing the communication overhead. The network
interface must have a certain degree of intelligence to enforce the protection boundaries established
by the operating system. Several academic research efforts in high-performance communications
have demonstrated successful ULN solutions [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. By standardizing the interface between
the application and the networking hardware, the Virtual Interface Architecture [1] may bring fast
ULN into the mainstream and enable its use by a wide variety of important, demanding applications.
Already, some initial proof-of-concept studies have been performed which demonstrate the
architecture’s performance and ability to support overlying applications [11, 20].
The goal of this paper is to provide a preliminary critical analysis of the VI Architecture, its
implementation requirements, and its performance as compared to established academic ULNs.
Section 2 gives an overview of the goals and fundamental mechanics of the VI architecture, and
Section 3 compares it to established ULN efforts. Section 4 describes our prototype VIA
implementation, which is used as a basis of the analysis. Section 5 examines the communication
performance obtained with VIA and compares this to other ULNs on the same high-speed network
hardware. Section 6 contains an overall evaluation of VIA along with an investigation into possible
improvements.

The VI Architecture

This section provides background on VIA, including its design goals, basic structure, primitive
operations and assumptions about its underlying hardware and software. More extensive background
is provided by the specification [1].

Goals of VIA
The Virtual Interface Architecture is targeted as a communication infrastructure for System Area
Networks (SANs). It seeks to enable a wave of new cluster applications that are able to harness the
communication performance of these emerging networks. The core of the specification is a set of
principles outlining user-level networking -- where the operating system is involved only in
infrequent setup operations -- which establish the structures for hardware protection checks and direct
access to the network. For this goal to be realized on a broad scale, there must be a specification
against which network interface hardware can be designed and an interface against which
applications can be programmed. Providing such an interface is challenging, because it needs to be
abstract enough to allow for innovation and a range of implementations, yet be concrete enough to
build against. A clear design goal in VIA was to preserve the experience with traditional network
interfaces and to allow for low-cost implementations. The specification describes a communication
library interface (called "VIPL") as well as a descriptor-processing model, similar in structure to
many Ethernet adapters. Both of these are examples for reference, rather than hard requirements; by
providing both layers, quite a bit of room is left for evolution as experience is gained with this
approach.
The specification reveals only portions of the underlying transport mechanisms to applications. Most
importantly, the format of a descriptor -- a data structure that describes the location and size of a data
buffer -- is revealed to applications and thus cannot change. However, queue structures that tie
together collections of descriptors and the "doorbell" mechanism that indicates events are hidden
from the application by the "VIPL"/user-level library.

VI Architecture Mechanics
The challenge in all ULNs is to provide protected access to shared communication resources. In
traditional networks, the user process makes a system call to perform communication. The
networking stack multiplexes the traffic from many processes onto the network through a kernel
device driver, which manipulates the physical network interface card (NIC). It also de-multiplexes
traffic received from the network to the appropriate process. While it is not difficult to map a NIC
into a user address space and thus avoid the kernel stack, such an approach either limits
communication to a single user or allows one process to compromise the communications of other
processes. ULNs allow a user process to access an object in the user address space that represents an
endpoint of the network. Writing to and reading from this endpoint causes messages to be transmitted
and received. The multiplexing and de-multiplexing of traffic between these virtual endpoints and the
physical network is performed by the network interface hardware and its control firmware, rather
than the kernel.
In VIA, the endpoint is a data structure that closely resembles the DMA descriptor queues of a
typical network interface device and is called a virtual interface, or VI. The operating system
provides creation and destruction of VIs by mapping a portion of the NIC’s resources into the address
space of the associated user process. This way, an application cannot access the VIs of other

processes.
VIA is a point-to-point, connection-oriented protocol, allowing the operating system to be involved
in connecting and disconnecting VIs and providing for further operating system control over the use
of the network by controlling the quantity and specifics (e.g., port numbers) of the connections. For
an overview of the VI Architecture and its components, we refer the reader to Figure 2.

VI setup, connection, and management are accomplished by interacting with a kernel driver via the
user-level library (the leftmost path in Figure 2); this kernel driver interacts with the NIC in an
implementation-defined manner. The kernel driver typically has the ability to access some portion of
the NIC’s resources that notifies the NIC of VI creation, connection, and so forth, while the
user-level process does not.
Each VI comprises a pair of work queues -- send and receive -- as shown in the lower right portion of
Figure 2, and a pair of doorbells, the center path in Figure 2. None of these structures are directly
visible to an application and are accessed only using the user-level library. Data buffers and the work
queues themselves are allocated in an area of the host’s memory to which the network card has
access. These memory regions are pinned in physical memory and are called registered memory in
VIA terminology. The application’s intent to send or receive packets is communicated by
constructing an appropriate descriptor and, via the user-level library, ringing the appropriate doorbell
on the NIC. The address mappings involved are set up by the operating system, so correct protection
and virtualization is maintained while the operating system remains completely out of the critical
send-receive path. Legacy communication layers, such as MPI, Berkeley Sockets, or Microsoft’s
WinSock can be built on top of this library. Data copies are required only where the higher-level data
areas cannot be mapped to VI buffers.

VIA Operations
This section describes the basic operations that an application may perform on a VI and how they
would typically be implemented. We provide the names of the calls into the VIA API as defined in
the specification [1] to clarify which operations are being performed.
Set-Up and Tear-Down. To set up a VI endpoint, the application calls the user-level library function
VipCreateVi, which passes the information through to the kernel-level driver; the driver, in turn,
passes the creation information to the NIC. It is here that the OS can deny the application access to
the network interface or to a particular endpoint.

Register and De-Register Memory. All data buffers and descriptors must reside within a region of
"registered memory"; registered memory regions are obtained by calling VipRegisterMemory, which
interacts with the kernel driver to register a specified region of memory. This registration will usually
pin the specified pages into physical memory, thus allowing DMA I/O from the NIC, and
communicate the addresses of the registered memory regions to the NIC.
Connect and Disconnect. VIA is a connection-oriented protocol. Before packets can be sent, the
endpoint must be connected to a remote endpoint (using VipConnectRequest). These calls are
passed into the kernel-level driver, which constructs the internal state and protection keys of the VI.
The NIC is then notified of the endpoint connection. VIA does not define an addressing scheme, so
existing addressing schemes can be reused.
Transmit Data. Three key data structures are used to send data in VIA. First, the data buffer that the
application wishes to transmit from is allocated by the application itself within a registered memory
region. Typically, one registered memory region is used for many messages. For each message, the
application moves data into the buffer and builds a descriptor, in registered memory, for the buffer.
The descriptor contains the address and length of the data, plus protection and status information. The
application, via the user-level library, posts a doorbell to indicate that the descriptor is ready for
transmission by writing the address of the descriptor to a register on the NIC.
The NIC maintains a queue of doorbells; when the doorbell reaches the front of the queue, the NIC
then traverses this double indirection to transmit the data. Finally, the NIC updates the status field of
the descriptor, used by the application to determine transmit completion or error.
Receive Data. To receive a message, the application allocates an empty data buffer in registered
memory and builds a descriptor for it. It then posts a doorbell to the NIC to indicate that space is
available for an incoming packet; both of these steps must be completed before a packet arrives. If a
packet arrives and the NIC has no previously posted receive doorbells, the packet is discarded.
When a packet arrives, the NIC uses the doorbell as a starting point and traverses the double
indirection, writing the received packet into the allocated buffer. The descriptor is then updated with
status information to indicate that the buffer has newly-received data in it.
Semantics. All send and receive operations in VIA are non-blocking, and return as soon as the
doorbell has been posted. This allows greater overlap of communication and computations than
blocking semantics, and routines are provided to poll or block for completion of a descriptor.
Details. The doorbell mechanism in VIA is implementation-dependent; future VIA-compatible NICs
are likely to provide hardware support, while existing ones may resort to ad hoc solutions or -- as for
legacy Ethernet devices [11] -- use a highly-optimized system call.
The double indirection used in VIA allows a minimal amount of state to be kept on the card; a queue
of 32- or 64-bit descriptors is all that is required. This minimal state does, however, exact a
performance penalty, as we will se later.

Assumptions of VIA
VIA assumes that the underlying network is highly reliable, if not perfectly so. VIA has several

reliability modes into which an endpoint can be switched. In the least-reliable mode ("unreliable
service"), VIA simply attempts to transmit packets. Only if something completely prevents it from
placing the packet onto the wire is an error signaled. In reliable delivery mode, VIA signals an error
if the packet did not make it onto the wire successfully. Finally, for reliable reception, an error is
signaled if the packet is not received into the destination host’s memory successfully. In all of these
schemes, the failure is catastrophic -- all following transactions on that endpoint are discarded and
the endpoint is placed into an error state.
The hardware on top of which a VIA implementation is built can be quite arbitrary. The descriptor
model allows a degree of compatibility with familiar network technologies. However, some degree of
special support for VIA, while not required, is extremely beneficial. Previous implementations at
Intel [11] were forced to resort to calling the kernel to post a doorbell due to a lack of flexibility in
hardware. In this paper we will show that special support for the doorbell mechanism should be
incorporated into VIA-capable hardware to ensure good performance.

Comparison with Existing User-Level Networks
With this basic understanding of VIA, we may compare it to important precursor ULNs and
contemporaries that will be used for performance comparisons below. VIA is described as building
upon Active Messages, U-Net, Fast Messages, and Virtual Memory-Mapped Communication [9]. We
also consider BIP, because it represents close to the minimal message layer for the hardware used in
our performance comparison.
Active Messages [5] was the first widely used ULN. Originally developed for parallel
supercomputers, it was implemented on a wide variety of network interface hardware, including
several fast cluster networks [13]; it was intended as a kind of assembly language for communication.
Rather than expose any particular underlying queue structure, it provided a very simple RPC-like
programming interface. Small messages correspond essentially to the arguments passed in registers
across a procedure call. Large messages are treated as memory-to-memory transfers. The handler
fires implicitly when the message is available at the destination with the message data as arguments
and executes in the remote user address space. The implementation brings data out of the queues into
handler arguments. To avoid deadlock, handlers may execute whenever attempting to send a
message. In addition, they may execute either through interrupts or polling the network. The Generic
Active Message (GAM) specification [19] was the basis for several of the following ULNs. It
associated the user level network implicitly with a process. The later Active Messages, version 2,
specification [18] made virtual network endpoints explicit, allowing a user process to possess many
endpoints, and integrated the execution model with threads. Endpoints contain simple send and
receive queues and may be paged to and from the NIC, but their internal structure is hidden.
U-Net [7] sought explicitly to virtualize the descriptor queue and buffer structure seen by device
drivers at user level. It is, of all the ULNs, the most similar to VIA, although it differs in the details
of the queue structure and how address resolution for buffer areas is performed. TCP and GAM were
built on top of U-Net, with the user process handling error detection, timeout and retry. It was the
first solid demonstration of fast user level communication over conventional Ethernet and ATM
LANs and advanced the state of application-specific protocols.
Fast Messages [6] used the GAM interface, rather than exposing an underlying queue structure, but
eliminated the implicit execution of handlers. Instead, the user process provides buffer storage in

advance for incoming messages (like VIA, but with a simpler structure) and manages the flow
control to avoid deadlock. It was very widely used on cluster interconnects and advanced the
protocols for resolving endpoint contention with bulk transfers.
Virtual Memory-Mapped Communication (VMMC) [9] is a model for communication quite different
from the above systems. Here, a "reflective" memory region is set up across a network, and writes
from one side are automatically propagated into the other. This model maintains correct virtualization
and multiplexing, as the operating system is involved in creating the required mappings. VMMC,
however, exposes no queues and has very basic primitive operations (some of which may be a
hardware load or store, in fact). User applications typically build message queues with the
communication regions.
BIP [8], the Basic Interface for Parallelism, is an extremely simple ULN, developed for Myrinet, with
a single send queue and receive queue for one process on each node. The basic bip_send() and
bip_recv() calls are passed direct pointers to data buffers. While queues are used, they are not
directly exposed to the user-level process. We use it for comparison as it is very close to the fastest
possible on the Myrinet hardware.

The Berkeley VIA Implementation
We have implemented a subset of VIA and have used this implementation to analyze basic
performance characteristics of the architecture. The host platforms for our prototype, outlined in
Table 1, provide a good horizontal cross section of widely used computers and operating systems.
For the network, we used Myricom’s Myrinet M2F [10] with the LANai 4.x-based network interface
card. The programmable nature of the Myrinet NICs allowed us to emulate VIA-capable hardware in
a flexible, instrumentable system, thus providing insightful analysis. As we demonstrate later, a
critical difference between our two platforms is the type of I/O bus: the Solaris platform uses the 25
MHz, virtually-addressed S-Bus, while the Windows NT platform uses the 33 MHz,
physically-addressed PCI bus with two to three times the available bandwidth.
Platform

Operating System

CPU/Speed

Bus Type Installed
Memory

Sun Ultra 1

Sun Solaris 2.6

Sun UltraSPARC I, 167
MHz

S-Bus

128 MBytes

Dell Dimension
XPS

Microsoft
Windows NT

Intel Pentium II, 300
MHz

PCI

128 MBytes

Table 1: Host Configurations
Because of the vague nature of the VIA specification, it is worthwhile to discuss some major
decisions we have made in our implementation. For several reasons, we chose to follow the
suggested reference implementation contained in the appendices of the VIA specification. Principal
among them is our belief that this suggested implementation most closely approximates the
specifiers’ vision for real-world VIA implementations. Due to the lack of rigor in the specification,
implementing something different would have essentially meant creating a new ULN scheme and

dubbing it VIA.
Another decision of our implementation was to keep as little information in the NIC’s memory as
possible. Although our NICs had 512KBytes or 1MByte of RAM available, we typically used less
than 40 KBytes of data space -- all of the VI endpoint descriptor and data buffers exist in host
memory, with the associated queue structures abstracted from the NIC. This requires fairly
sophisticated logic to be present in the NIC, but little memory; we believe this to be consistent with
the specifiers’ likely desire to build low-cost VIA NICs using ASICs. The only storage required on
the NIC, in fact, is a queue of 4-byte doorbells and staging areas for descriptors and data buffers as
well as the firmware program.

Implementation Specifics
To provide protected creation and connection of VIs, a queue for protected commands is created on
the NIC at system startup. This queue is mapped only into the kernel driver’s memory space on the
host, ensuring that only the kernel driver can perform those operations.
Upon creation of a VI, a single page of the NIC’s memory is mapped into the requesting process’s
address space to provide a doorbell mechanism. Doorbells are posted by writing into one of the first
two words of this region, which are constantly polled by the NIC’s firmware. Additionally, a fixed
amount of kernel memory is allocated, pinned into physical memory and returned to the user. This
host memory allocation mechanism is substituted for user-registered memory regions to simplify the
initial implementation without hindering accurate performance analysis. The appropriate address for
the host memory regions is then passed to the card. Destroying a VI is simply the reverse of this
process.
The sequence of events occurring when a message is transferred is outlined in Figures 3 and 4. Figure
3 indicates the flow of data during a transmit or receive phase, while Figure 4 indicates the sequence
and location of events; we indicate the relevant portions of both figures here.

To send a message, the application builds its message in a buffer within a registered-memory region
and creates a descriptor, also within that region, for the message (Build). To notify the NIC of the
descriptor’s existence, the user-level library posts a doorbell to the NIC (T1/Ring). At this point, the
application may proceed with computation; all further work is done by the NIC.
The NIC moves the received doorbell into a queue of unprocessed doorbells (T2/Bell). When the
doorbell reaches the front of the queue, the NIC uses the address contained in the doorbell to locate
and transfer the descriptor across the I/O bus to a staging area (T3/XDes). Using the information in
the descriptor, it transfers the data itself across the I/O bus to a data staging area (T4/XData). When
the data is available, the NIC places it onto the network using the network address contained in the
descriptor (T5/Transmit). Once the transfer onto the wire is complete, the NIC updates the status field
of the descriptor to signal completion (T6/Updt). At this point, the application can detect completion
of the message transmission (Cmpl) by reading the descriptor’s status field.
To receive a message, the application allocates space for data and creates a descriptor for that buffer
(Build). The user-level library notifies the NIC of this buffer’s existence by posting a doorbell to the
NIC (R1/Ring). The NIC immediately moves the doorbell into a queue (R2/Bell). The application
may now proceed with computation; the NIC will keep the doorbell in its queue until the associated
buffer is required for inbound data.
When inbound data does arrive, the NIC immediately receives the packet into its staging area
(R3/Receive). Only after examining the header of the packet does it know for which VI the packet is
destined. The NIC then uses the next doorbell in that VI’s queue to locate and transfer the associated
descriptor to the NIC’s descriptor staging area (R4/XDes). The NIC transfers the inbound message
from its staging area to the data buffer indicated in the descriptor (R5/XData). Finally, the NIC
updates the status field of the descriptor on the host to signal receive completion (R6/Updt). Once
this is complete, the application can detect receipt of a message (Cmpl) by reading the descriptor’s
status field.

Implementation Limitations
Our implementation suffers from significant costs imposed by the doorbell mechanism. As the
Myrinet NIC provides no direct hardware support, doorbells are implemented as single memory
locations on the NIC and polled by the firmware, requiring 1.5us per pair. This penalty, significant
yet small, would lead to unacceptable performance when scaled to even a moderate number of VIs.

The NIC firmware was written with simplicity and instrumentability in mind, not maximum
bandwidth. The NIC firmware completes each transaction in strict sequence, making no attempt to
pipeline the available data-transfer engines. This enables easy measurements and breakdown of
transaction costs, but limits achievable bandwidth -- we estimate a loss of up to 33%.
We chose to implement a subset of VIA rather than the entire standard, guided by a desire to
implement VIA quickly while maintaining accurate results. Because of this, we have left
unimplemented scatter/gather capability, reliability modes, error and completion queues, and the
RDMA facilities. These facets of VIA are important and warrant further investigation, but are outside
of the scope of this paper.
Readers desiring additional details on the implementation are referred to the distribution, including
source code, available at http://www.millennium.berkeley.edu

Performance Analysis
To evaluate the performance characteristics of our VIA implementation, we chose three principal
benchmarks. These included application-to-application latency, streaming bandwidth, and LogP [12]
performance breakdown. Where applicable, performance results for similar analysis on U-Net,
Active Messages 2, and BIP, all using Myrinet network hardware, are presented. Comparisons with
these other architectures are made to illustrate strengths/weaknesses with VIA and suggest various
bounds on performance.

Application-to-Application Latency
The first performance aspect analyzed is application-to-application latency, which measures the time
for a packet of arbitrary size to be sent from a node across the network to a remote node. This
benchmark measures the total time to send a message to a remote node and then for that node to
reflect the same message back to the source. The timing interval specifically measures posting
receive and send descriptors on the originating node, transmitting the message, receiving and
re-transmitting the message on the reflecting node, and re-receipt at the origin. The average of the
round-trip measurements is divided in half to obtain one-way latency. Because the different I/O buses
have substantially different performance characteristics, we have presented the results separately in
Figures 5 and 6.

VIA has a minimum transfer time of 23 us and transfers additional data at about 185 Mbit/s using an
S-Bus-based platform. Using a PCI-based platform, the minimum transfer time is 26 us and
additional data proceeds at about 360 Mbit/s. The greater minimum transfer time over PCI is
attributable to the slower clock rate of the PCI NIC as compared to the S-Bus NIC (33 MHz vs. 37.5
MHz); the greater bandwidth is attributable to the inherent bandwidth of the I/O bus (approximately
1000 Mbit/s vs. approximately 500 Mbit/s).
The overhead incurred by VIA’s double-indirection scheme -- 23 us S-Bus/26 us PCI -- is at least as
great as the overhead of any other ULN. Active Messages 2 exhibits a somewhat lower start-up
overhead of 17.5 us/21 us, while U-Net’s single indirection and BIP’s complete lack of indirection
lead to much lower overheads of 14.3 us/15.2 us and 4.7 us (PCI only), respectively.
For larger message sizes, overhead becomes less important. Active Messages 2 requires
acknowledgements for reliability and flow control; on the S-Bus platform, this limits it to 140 Mbit/s
for larger messages. U-Net and VIA both are limited by the S-Bus’s bandwidth; large messages
proceed at 185 Mbit/s for both implementations. (Figures do not approach the 500 Mbit/s maximum
of the S-Bus because this benchmark does not "stream" packets across the link.)

On the PCI platform, performance on large messages varies much more among implementations.
VIA is very comparable, at 360 Mbit/s, to U-Net, which transmits large messages at 340 Mbit/s; this
is expected, as, once the extra layer of indirection is removed, U-Net transmits packets in a very
similar manner to VIA. AM transmits large messages at 145 Mbit/s; this figure is low due to the extra
round-trip incurred by AM’s acknowledgements. BIP, by contrast, achieves a very high figure of 510
Mbit/s. This is because BIP fragments packets into 256-byte chunks and "streams" them across the
connection, making this single-packet test, at high packet sizes, nearly resemble the following
bandwidth test.

Bandwidth Performance
The bandwidth analysis measures the maximum sustainable data transfer rate a stream of messages
of various sizes. The test measures the time required to send a stream of messages in rapid succession
from one node to another. Bandwidth is then calculated by dividing the total payload size (payload
size per message, multiplied by the number of messages) by the elapsed time to send the stream. The
results of this analysis are shown in Figures 7 and 8.

VIA scales smoothly to a bandwidth of 235 Mbit/s on S-Bus and 425 Mbit/s on PCI with packets
approximately 4KBytes long.
On the S-Bus platform, all three ULNs achieve bandwidths within 10% of each other at a 4-Kbyte
packet size: 235 Mbits/s for VIA, 240 Mbit/s for AM2, and 265 Mbit/s for U-Net. This suggests that
each implementation is being limited by the bandwidth of the S-Bus.
On the PCI platform, results differ more. VIA’s maximum bandwidth of 425 Mbit/s is comparable to
that of U-Net (440 Mbit/s), and the similar curves indicate that U-Net’s lower overhead is the
primary reason for its slightly greater bandwidth. Active Messages 2 reaches only 295 Mbit/s with a
4-Kbyte packet size, again due to its requirement for acknowledgements. With 512-byte or smaller
packets, however, its performance is almost identical to that of VIA, due to its lack of a need for a
descriptor or other indirection with small messages.
BIP, by contrast, reaches a bandwidth of about 500 Mbit/s at a 4-Kbyte packet size, and its curve is
significantly steeper than that of either VIA or U-Net. This high bandwidth is achieved because BIP
fragments packets at or above 256 bytes. In essence, this streams 256-byte packets across the
connection without requiring host involvement on each one, thus eliminating a significant source of
overhead. However, at a packet size of exactly 256 bytes, BIP’s bandwidth dips momentarily as its
fragmentation scheme becomes active without achieving much advantage.

LogP Metrics
To help understand the performance results presented above, we look at a simple cross section of the
latency for sending a single packet. The time measures are derived from the LogP [12] conceptual
model of the VIA architecture. Additionally, we apply the simple extensions to the LogP model as
suggested by Culler et al. [13]. A summary of the parameters and our results for a 4-byte packet are
given in Table 2. We determined the values of the four parameters using micro-benchmarks
developed for VIA; we assume a virtual interface has already been established and connected. The
shaded values are those we believe to be inherent to VIA, while the non-shaded values may be
substantially improved with better software and/or hardware.
Name

Description

S-Bus PCI

Latency

An upper bound on the time to transmit a message from source to
destination.

17 us

18 us

overhead

The time period during which the processor is engaged in sending or
receiving a message. This is extended into receive overhead (or) and
send overhead (os). In our implementation, or and os are identical.

4 us

5 us

gap

The minimum time interval between consecutive message
transmissions or consecutive message receptions at a processor.

11 us

16 us

1

1

Processors The number of processors.
Table 2: LogP Parameters and measured results.

Latency is the time for the sending host to build descriptors and post a doorbell (Build + Ring), the
sending NIC to process the doorbell and transfer the descriptor and data (Bell + XDes + XData), the
data to move across the network (Transmit + Flight Time), and the receiving NIC to transfer the
descriptor and data, and then update the descriptor’s status (XDes + XData + Updt). Thus, in all,

In addition, due to our implementation’s need to poll to recognize doorbells, a factor of up to 3 us
must be added to the above term: if a doorbell is posted just as the firmware polls it, the term is zero;
if it is posted just after the firmware polls it, the factor is 3 us. Adding more VIs to our NIC would
increase this term by 1.5 us per VI on a S-Bus-based platform, 2 us per VI on a PCI-based platform.
The latency we observed could be substantially improved by better hardware support for VIA and a
more-highly-optimized firmware program. Hardware support for doorbells would improve Bell and
eliminate the variable polling factor, and decreasing the relatively high DMA-transfer overhead of
our NIC would improve XDes, XData, and Updt. The Build and Ring components, however, cannot
be improved above those advances offered by general improvements in processors and I/O bus
technology.
Overhead is the time to build descriptors and post a doorbell to the NIC. Using the events defined in
Figure 4,

The overhead observed is clearly fundamental to VIA. The host must always build a descriptor and
post a doorbell to the NIC for each transfer. No improvement in the software or hardware available to
us would have decreased this parameter.
In VIA, or is not as critical to application performance as os, because the time that must be spent to
receive a packet can be spent at a time chosen by the application -- no time is spent when the packet
is actually received.
Gap is the time for the host to build a descriptor and post a doorbell (Build + Ring), the NIC to
process the doorbell and transfer the descriptor and data (Bell + XDes + XData), the data to move
across the network (Transmit), and the NIC to update the descriptor’s status (Updt). Thus,

Like latency, the gap here could be substantially improved by better hardware support for VIA and
better firmware. All except the Build and Ring components would be improved by the same methods
used to improve latency.

Evaluation
In this last section, we evaluate VIA for its potential as a lightweight networking infrastructure. From
our realization on Myrinet hardware, we conclude that VIA is a viable interconnect architecture with
performance comparable to established ULN implementations. It exhibits performance comparable to
its slightly more mature predecessors and can be straightforward to implement. The following

sections offer a retrospective on lessons learned from our studies and investigate some extensions to
specification that improve performance for certain messages.

Retrospectives
Simplicity/Complexity. VIA offers a relatively simple conceptual model to the application:
messages are sent and received in a stream of packets, just like a traditional UDP/IP implementation.
This provides a more widely understood interface than that of, say, Active Messages. However, the
internal mechanisms of VIA can be rather complex when compared to existing research ULNs such
as U-Net or AM 2, even on simple implementations and message types. VIA’s scatter/gather-capable
descriptors, when combined with reliability modes, RDMA transactions, and completion/error queues
all make for a very complex system, and one in which the complexity is a hindrance to performance.
Standardization. A distinct advantage of VIA is its attempt to define an industry standard for user
level networking. Although several fast communication protocols are being researched and
developed, none are compatible with each other. Since VIA is the product of three industry leaders, it
reflects, to some degree, the combined interest of commercial computing. If adopted, VIA would
allow for cross compatibility between cluster vendors both at the application and the network layers.
Small Message Handling. One of VIA’s biggest problems is its poor efficiency at handling small
messages. With the endpoint residing in host memory, the architecture’s descriptor processing model
transfers the actual data payload only after two additional memory-to-NIC transfers (the doorbell and
the descriptor). A descriptor itself may be tens of bytes long (45 bytes minimum in the suggested
reference implementation) while many messages may only be a few bytes. This incurs a high
overhead for short messages. In the Berkeley VIA implementation, we alleviate this overhead to
some extent by transferring between the host and the NIC only those elements of the descriptor
necessary to complete communication; still, small messages are quite slow compared to existing
research ULNs.
Doorbell Resource Requirements. According to the specification, each doorbell pair for a particular
VI is a resource mapped from the VI NIC into the process’s virtual address space. This mapping is
done on a unique page to ensure security and to prevent the use of system calls. This consumes a
great deal of available address space, while most of the consumed space is unused. In our
implementation, an additional problem arises since a memory-mapped page on the host corresponds
to a full page of SRAM on the Myrinet NIC. This constitutes a significant demand on the NIC’s
limited memory space. To minimize this high resource demand, the specification suggests that
multiple VIs for a single process have doorbells mapped to the same page.
Another issue concerns the process of monitoring doorbells. Using a simple polling loop, it takes
approximately 3 us on the S-Bus NIC (4 us on the PCI NIC) to poll the two sets of doorbells
available. This value increases linearly with the number of VIs active and could substantially increase
the gap and latency times, reducing overall performance. While some of this overhead may be hidden
during DMA transfers, a more efficient system would be to have a doorbell resource that
automatically handles doorbell tokens. This suggests that some sort of specialized hardware support
for doorbells is necessary for a VIA compliant NIC to perform reasonably well.
Virtualization Effects. The ability to virtualize network resources at a user level without operating
system assistance is one of the benefits of VIA. However, this produces some inherent characteristics

that are problematic. The de-multiplexing necessary during receive operations requires that the
interface momentarily buffer or block the incoming message to retrieve the destination receive
descriptor. While some caching could be done, a cache of receive descriptors would not necessarily
scale well with the number of VIs and would not ultimately improve performance for a stream of
incoming messages with the same destination. The extensions discussed in the next section deal only
with optimizations on the sending side; while the same optimizations might be implemented on the
receiver, it is not clear that this is would be worthwhile, as a large loss of generality might be
required.
Scalability. A third issue with VIA centers around concerns of scalability in the face of a large
number of nodes. Presently, a VI on a given node can connect with only one VI on a remote node.
Thus, a message sent to M different nodes would require M separate VIs, each with their own set of
separate resources and set-up/teardown overhead. This methodology does not scale well when the
number of recipients becomes large and may place high demands on the source NIC as well as on the
network itself. This defeats the original purpose of VIA: to minimize overhead and maintain high
performance.
Spanning Multiple Interfaces. It is possible in many existing systems to gain additional bandwidth
by adding multiple physical interfaces to a system; the VI Architecture, however, makes distribution
of a single VI across multiple NICs difficult or impossible. Support for such a "distributed VI" would
be a compelling addition.
Ambiguity. The VIA specification itself leaves many details missing. One of the principal
ambiguities deals with the reliability modes of VIA: the reliable reception and delivery modes
guarantee that a message will be delivered exactly once. Some studies suggest that this is not possible
in a finite amount of time [14]. Further, VIA supports functions to block until a descriptor’s status
changes from "pending"; it is not clear how this would be implemented without invoking the
operating system and incurring associated penalties.

VIA Extensions
In light of the lessons learned from our implementation of VIA, we suggest some possible to
extensions to improve the overall architecture. Table 3 indicates the results of some prototype
extension implementations. As these modifications are primarily targeted at reducing overhead, we
show figures for four-byte packets.
Extension

Description

4-Byte RTT/2, 4-Byte
S-Bus
RTT/2, PCI

None

--

25 us

Descriptorless
messages

Messages transmitted directly from NIC 17 us
with doorbell as signal; eliminates two
DMA transfers

19 us

Merged descriptors

Descriptors merged with message;
eliminates one DMA transfer

26 us

23 us

26.5 us

Table 3: VIA Extensions and Results
Short Messages. To improve the support for small messages, we propose the concept of a
descriptorless message. Here, the doorbell itself provides all the necessary information to perform the
network transaction, thus eliminating the need for a bulky descriptor. A special doorbell would be
associated with a memory region specially designated for small messages; a token written to the
doorbell would indicate the size of a particular data message, rather than the address of a descriptor.
When the NIC receives one of these doorbells, it immediately begins transfer of the message.
Completion of the transfer is marked by the NIC clearing the doorbell register. Multiple doorbells
could be used to enable the host to enqueue several small messages without waiting for the NIC to
complete transmission of any of them.
We implemented a prototype descriptorless message system and observed its performance over a
range of message sizes. The data memory region was allocated from unused space in the NIC’s
memory and was filled using programmed I/O from the host. Table 3 illustrates the results. In
general, we believe that this approach is likely to be very successful for small messages, as evidenced
by the substantial savings in message latency, especially considering that message receipt proceeded
in the standard fashion in our tests. (An equivalent approach for receipt of small messages is an open
area of research.)
Merged Descriptors. An alternative to the descriptorless message approach, a merged descriptor is a
combination of both a standard VIA descriptor and data. Merged descriptors could be located in any
registered memory region and stored along with regular VIA descriptors; they contain both the
descriptor itself and, immediately following, message data. An extra word in the doorbell token is
used to identify the length of the descriptor/data combination. This eliminates one of the bus
transactions required in the standard implementation. This approach differs from the immediate data
field suggested in the specification in that the data can be of variable size and larger than 32 bits.
We have implemented a prototype merged descriptor system; possible performance gains using this
method are shown in Table 3. Gains here are relatively small, suggesting that eliminating a single
extra DMA from the critical path is not terribly advantageous.
Because of the significant modifications required to the NIC firmware to support merged descriptors
and descriptorless messages, latencies here do not exactly correspond with those given earlier; all
times are higher by approximately 2 us. The additional logic and storage required on the NIC slows
down even the standard descriptor model. We believe that with a hardware implementation or
additional optimization, these problems could be greatly reduced or eliminated entirely.

Conclusion
The focus of the Berkeley VIA project was to build a reference implementation of the Virtual
Interface Architecture based on the recently released specification. Developed on the Sun Ultra 1 and
Intel x86-based PCs using a Myrinet network, we were able to implement a VIA-capable network
interface and a fundamental subset of the VIA specification. Traps to the operating system are
completely eliminated during actual communication transactions, allowing significant performance
gains over traditional network architectures. The results of the project demonstrate that VIA has good
potential as a lightweight networking infrastructure for clusters. One-way packet latencies as low as
24 us have been achieved, and bandwidths up to 425 Mbit/s have been observed. Overall

performance is competitive with presently available fast communication architectures. From the
experience gained during this project we have identified the principal strengths and weaknesses of
VIA. We have proposed a small set of extensions to the existing specification to that may improve
VIA while maintaining the fundamental concepts of the underlying architecture.
Future intentions are to continue work on the Berkeley VIA to develop it into a worthwhile
networking option for the Berkeley Millennium Project. Plans include porting to different network
hardware (Gigabit Ethernet, Tandem’s ServerNet, and Fujitsu’s Synfinity-1). We also intend to probe
other areas of the architecture that might provide performance improvement. We intend to investigate
the performance aspects of building other network protocols (TCP/IP, AM) on top of VIA; doing so
will help to build the application base that may run with VIA and minimize compatibility issues
when VIA is installed into a cluster.
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